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A systematic method is presented for the derivation of chain rules for composi- 
tions of functions Fof, where F is nondecreasing. This method is valid for direc- 
tional derivatives and subgradients associated with any tangent cone having a short 
list of properties. Some major special cases are examined in detail; in particular, 
calculus rules are derived for Rockafellar’s epi-derivatives and Clarke generalized 
gradients. 6 1991 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of subgradient, originally defined for convex functions, has 
in recent years been generalized to arbitrary functions. (The history of the 
work in this area is summarized in the introduction to [14].) One impor- 
tant idea in this development is that of defining generalized directional 
derivatives via tangent cones to epigraphs of functions [3, 5, 11-141. For 
the Clarke tangent cone, calculus rules for the directional derivative and its 
associated subgradient set were established by Rockafellar in [13] (see also 
[2, Sect. 2.91). The cornerstone of this calculus is a “sum formula” [13, 
Theorem 21, from which a number of other calculus rules may be derived 
(e.g., [ 13, Theorems 3, 41). 
In this paper, we describe a systematic method of establishing chain rules 
for compositions Fo.f, where 
(i) f = (A., . . . . fn) and each f.: E + Iw u ( + cc } for E a real, locally 
convex, Hausdorff topological vector space (1.c.s.); 
(ii) F: iw” + R is nondecreasing with respect o the usual ordering on 
KY’ (see Definition 2.1). 
Special cases of such chain rules include sum formulas as well as calculus 
rules not discussed in [ 13]-product and quotient rules for positive-valued 
functions, for example. This method is valid not only for the directional 
derivative and subgradient associated with the Clarke tangent cone, but for 
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those associated with any tangent cone possessing certain desirable proper- 
ties. Combining techniques and ideas of [ 12, 161, it reduces the proof of a 
chain rule to that of a corresponding chain rule for tangent cones to graphs 
of compositions of set-valued mappings. 
I-Iere is a brief summary of this paper: After reviewing some necessary 
definitions and notation, we outline our method in Section 2. In Section 3, 
we apply it to the Ursescu [ 171 tangent cone. The resulting chain rule has 
applications in optimization theory [21] and contains much information 
about the epi-derivatives defined by Rockafellar in [IS]. We conclude 
Section 3 with a discussion of the calculus of epi-derivatives. The special 
case of the Clarke tangent cone is covered in Section 4. The chain rule for 
Clarke generalized gradients essentially subsumes the calculus of 1131. 
Throughout the paper, we will let E be a 1.c.s. with dual space E’. We 
denote the class of neighborhoods of x E E by M(x). For a nonempty set 
Cc E, we will use int C for the interior of C. The recession cone of C is the 
set 
For a function ,j E + R, we denote the epigraph of f by epiJ: By the 
effective domain off, we mean the set 
domf:= (x~El,f(x)< +co) 
We say f is proper if dom f is nonempty and f never takes on the value 
- co. If f is convex and f(x) is finite, 8f (x) will denote the subgradient of 
fat x. 
By a tangent cone, we mean a mapping A: 2” x E + 2” such that A(C, x) 
is a (possibly empty) cone and 0 + Cc 0 + A( C, x) for each nonempty Cc E 
and x E C. We will say that A has a certain property if A( C, x) has that 
property for every nonempty Cc E and x E C. When C is an epigraph, it 
will be convenient to use the notation 
A(f, x) := A(epi f, (-of)). 
For a functionf: E + IK!! that is finite at x and a tangent cone A, we define 
the A directional derivative off at x with respect to y by 
f ‘(X; Y) := inf(rl (Y, r) E A(f, x)}. 
Note that the inclusion 
A( f, x) = epi f ‘(x; ) 
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always holds; if A is a closed tangent cone, then in fact 
A(f, x) = epi f”(x; .). 
We also associate with a tangent cone A the A subgradient off at X, defined 
by 
d”f(x) := {X’E E’I (x’, y) <f”(x;y) VIE E). 
We observe that if A is convex, then f”(x; .) is sublinear, so that 
@f(x) = 8f A(X; -)(O) whenever f”(x; 0) = 0. For convex A, one can prove 
calculus rules for A by establishing the appropriate inequalities for f A and 
using them along with the corresponding results from the subdifferential 
calculus for convex functions. That is the strategy followed in [13, 18, 20, 
221, and we will have use for it here, too. For the chain rule in this paper, 
the relevant chain rule for convex functions is given in [7-9, 221. We will 
review it in Section 2. 
It will be convenient in the sequel to use some terminology from the 
theory of set-valued mappings. Specifically, .if E and E’ are 1.c.s. and 
H: E -+ 2-@, we define the domain of H to be the set 
D(H) := {xe El H(x) # 0}, 
and the graph of H to be the set 
WH):= {tx, Y)IYEH(x)). 
The inverse of H is the mapping H- ‘: E’ -+ 2E defined by 
H-l(y) := {xIY~W)), 
and the range of H is the set R(H) := D(H- ‘). If E2 is another 1.c.s. and 
G: E’ -+ 2 ‘@, the composition G 0 H is defined by 
(G~H)(x):=(z~E~~3y~H(x)nG~‘(z)). 
For tangent cones A and B and YE H(x)n G-‘(z), we will employ the 
notation 
AtH; x, y) := At@(H), (x, Y)) 
and 
B(G; y, z) 0 A(H; x, y) := ((4 r) 13s with (d, s) E A(H; x, y), 
(~9 r) E B(G; Y, z,>. 
4O9:158’2- I6 
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2. A SYSTEMATIC CHAIN RULE PROOF TECHNIQUE 
We begin this section with a more detailed discussion of the type of 
composition of functions considered here. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let x := (x,, . . . . x~) and ~3 := (.I’, , . . . . .r,,) be elements of 
IR”. We say x <,v if x, <y, for each i. The function F: LV -+ @ is said to be 
&tone on S c R” if F(x) < F(y) whenever x, ?; E S and x <J. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let E be a I.c.s., and call 
R” := {(x,, . . . . xm) / x, E R Vi}. 
For a function J E + R”, we define the mapping h4f: E + 21Wm by
Mf(x):= {YEaBrnlf(X)<L’}. 
We will prove chain rules for compositions of the form Fof, where 
f(x) := (f,(x), . . . . fJx)), eachf,: E + R u { + a3 }, and R R” + R is isotone 
on R(Mf) u Y for some YE M(f(x)). In such a composition, we must 
specify how (Fcf)(x) is to be interpreted if some fi(x)= +co. We will 
adopt the convention here that (Fo,f)(x) = + cc whenever fi(x) = + o for 
one or more i. 
Remark 2.3. Another ambiguity arises in interpreting the expression 
(Of)(x) for f: E -+ R u ( + co f. In keeping with the above convention, we 
define 
if xEdomf 
otherwise. 
Thus if f is convex and x0 E domS, we have 
d(Of)(xo)= {x’EE’I (x’,x-x,)dOVx~domf} 
In order for the relationship a(i.)(x,) = Xf(x,,) to be valid for all 1.2 0 
whenever af(x,) # 0, we will then adopt the additional convention that 
OLJJ(xo) := {X’E E’j (x’, x-x,,) <OVx~domf}. 
Note that 08j’(x0) = O’af(x,) whenever af(x,) is nonempty. 
Compositions of the above form have several noteworthy properties: 
(i) If F is isotone on R(Mf), the set epi(Fof) is exactly the same 
as Gr(MFo Mf). 
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(ii) If F is isotone on some YE N(f(x)), the function F’(f(x); .) is 
isotone on all of R” for many tangent cones A [ 18, 21, 223. 
(iii) If F and f are convex and F is isotone on R(Mf), then Fof is 
convex. 
Properties (i) and (ii) will play a key role in the proofs of chain rules for 
directional derivatives given in this paper. Property (iii) makes possible 
corresponding chain rules for subgradients. 
In the statement and proof of our directional derivative chain rules, we 
will use the notation 
s; := {(x, y,, . ..) Yn)EExR”lfi(x)GYi} 
for i= 1 , . . . . n. Observe that epi f = Gr(Mf) = fly= 1 S,. 
Let X,,E E be such that f(xO) and F(f(x,)) are finite, and define 
z0 := (x,, f(x,,)). Our chain rules will be valid for tangent cones A, B, and 
Ai, i= 1, . . . . IZ that satisfy these inclusions: 
{(Y, rI, . . . . rn) lfff(xo; Y) G rj> cAi(Si, ZO), i=l n > ..., (1) 
;fi, Ai(Si, ZO) C A(Mh 20) (2) 
B(MCf(xo), F(f(xo)))oN~Wi zo) = A(MJ’oWi x01 F(f(xo))). (3) 
In the derivation of these chain rules, the major step will usually be the 
verification of (3). Inclusion (2) is known to hold for a number of tangent 
cones under mild hypotheses on f [ 12, 18-221, and (1) is usually true for 
arbitrary f if the Ai are closed. 
Our proof technique is summarized in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let f, F, and x0 be defined as above, with F isotone on 
R(Mf)u Y for some Y~Jlr(f(x,)). Suppose that A, B, and Ai, i= 1, . . . . n 
are closed tangent cones such that FB(f (x0)); .) is isotone on R”, each 
fiA'(X& . ) is proper, and inclusions ( 1 ), (2), (3) hold. Then for all y E E, 
F’ofJA (xo; ~KF~(f(xo);f:‘(xo; ~1, . . ..f.““(xo; ~1). (4) 
Proof: Set Q := {(y, r)I FB(f(xo); f fl(xo; y), . . . . ftn(xO; y) <r}. Then 
inequality (4) is equivalent to the inclusion Q c A(Fof, x0). To prove this 
inclusion, we first observe that since FB( f (x0); .) is isotone on I&!” and each 
f 4’(X& . ) is proper, 
52 = {(y, r) I3de R” with FB(f (x0); d) d r, f f’(x,; y) < dj Vi}. 
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BY (2) and (11, 
Hence 
52 c {(y, r) 1%~ KY’ with FB(f(xO); d) < r, (y, d) E A(Mf; zO)) 
= BWF;f(xo)> F(f(xo)))~A(Wi zo) 
= A(MFoMX xo, W”(xo))) b(3) 
= A (Fof, x,,), 
where the last equation follows from the fact that F is isotone on R(Mf), 
as mentioned in (i). Therefore, (4) holds. m 
Remark 2.5. (a) Some possible choices for F in Theorem 2.4 are 
x,, . . . . xn) := C xi; F(x,, . . . . 
ZXi. 
x,) := max(x,); and for x >, 0, F(x, , . . . . x,) := 
(b) Theorem 2.4 outlines a step-by-step method for proving chain 
rules: Given tangent cones A, A i, and B, simply find conditions under 
which (1 ), (2), and (3) are satisfied. Many nonsmooth calculus formulae in 
the literature, including those of [ 12, 13, 18, 20-221, can be derived by this 
method. We will discuss two examples in detail in Sections 3 and 4. 
If the tangent cones Ai and B in Theorem 2.4 are convex, then chain 
rules for A subgradients can also be derived. The proofs of such chain rules 
depend upon inequality (4) and the following chain rule for convex 
functions: 
THEOREM 2.6 (See [7-9, 221). Let h.: E-P [wu (+a}, i= 1, . . . . n be 
finite at x0 and convex; and let F: [w” -+ (w u { + CC } be finite at f (x,), 
convex, and &tone on R(Mf ). If 
R( Mf) n int dom F # rz/, (5) 
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If in addition each A, i= 2, . . . . n is continuous on the interior of its 
domain and 
domf, n fi int domfi# a, 
i=2 
(6) 
then 
where A$fi(xO) is interpreted as in Remark 2.3 if ,Ii=O. 
Theorem 2.6 can be applied to the convex functions P(f (x0); .) and 
f 3x0; . ) to produce chain rules for A subgradients: 
THEOREM 2.7. Let fi: E + R u {CO}, i= 1, . . . . n be finite at x0 and 
F: IF!” -+ R! finite at f (x0). Suppose A, B, and A;, i = 1, . . . . n are closed tangent 
cones such that Ai and B are convex, each f f’(xO ; .) is proper and continuous 
on the interior of its domain, FB(f (x0); -) is isotone on R”, and (4) holds. 
Assume that 
dom f fl(x,; .) n h int dom f eg(x,; .)Z@; (7) 
i=2 
and that for some u E E and si 3 f ;4l(x,; u), i = 1, . . . . n, 
(s ,,...,s,)~intdomF~(f(x,);.). (8) 
Then 
a”(Fof )(xc,) c c Wlf,(xo) I(&, . ..> k) E a”F(f (xc,)) (9) 
Proof First observe that if F”(f (x0); 0) = - co, inequality (4) implies 
that both sides of (9) are empty. We may assume, then, that FB(f (x0); .) 
is proper. Assumptions (8) and (7) guarantee that (5) and (6) are satisfied 
with P(f (x0); .) and f :,(x0; .) playing the roles of F and fi, respectively. 
We can now use Theorem 2.6 (with x 0 :=0) along with (4) to deduce (9), 
just as in [18, Sect. 41 and [22, Theorem 3.173. 1 
As we will see in Theorems 3.6 and 4.10, conditions (7) and (8) are often 
exactly what is needed to guarantee inclusions (2) and (3) as well as (9). 
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3. EXAMPLE I: THE URSESCU TANGIST CONE 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Cc E and .Y E C’. The CJrs~.rcu tungrnt cone [ 171 to 
C at x is the set 
k(C,x):={~,~EIVY~~.~‘(?‘),3i.>Osuchthat 
Vt E (0, A), 3.~’ E Y with x + r~,’ E C). 
The Ursescu tangent cone is a closed tangent cone that is quite useful in 
optimization theory [ 10, 12, 17-221. In this section, we examine the special 
case of Theorem 2.4, where A = B = A, := k. We then discuss one corollary 
of the resulting chain rule, a chain rule for the “epi-derivatives” defined by 
Rockafellar in [ 151. 
Unfortunately, (2) is not always true for A = A, := k. For example, let 
n = 2 and E = Iw, and consider the sets 
Z-,:={O}u{1/(2n+l)/nisaninteger1; 
r2 := (0) u { 1/2n 1 n is a nonzero integer}. 
DelineS, to be the indicator function of f, (i.e., the function that is equal 
to 0 on r, and +co elsewhere). Then if x0 :=O, we have k(Si, zO) = 
((x, Y> z)l Y20, z>O}, while k(Mfzz,)= ((0, y,z)ly>O, ZOO}, so that 
(2) does not hold. 
It is the case, however, that under mild conditions on the f,, (2) will be 
satisfied with A = Ai := k. The following lemma will help us derive such 
conditions. Its hypotheses involve the convex tangent cones 
and 
k”(C,x):=(ylk(C,x)+yck(C,x)} 
Ik”(C,x):={yIV~~k(C,x),3V~,V(O)andA>Osuchthat 
V( t, u) E (0, A) x Y with x + t(z + o) E C, 
x + t(z + u) + t(y + V) = C}. 
(For more information on these tangent cones, see [lo, 12, 18-211.) 
LEMMA 3.2 [12,19]. Let C,cE, i=l,..., n, andxEn:‘=lC,. If 
k”(C,,x)n i-i Zk”(C,,x)#@, 
i=2 
(10) 
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then 
and 
(11) 
We next turn out attention to inclusion (3). The following example 
shows that (3) is not generally true for B= A := k. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let n = 1, E= R, and f(x) :=x3, and define F(x) to be 
the indicator function of the set {x I x d O}. Then with x0 := 0, (3) does not 
hold, since (l,O)~k(MF;0,0)0k(Mf;O,O) but (l,O)$k(MF~Mf;O,O). 
It turns out that (3) is satisfied for B= A := k under conditions rather 
similar to those given in (10). We will show this in two steps, adopting a 
technique of [12]. In the first step, we make use of the interior Ursescu 
cone, defined by 
Zk(C,x):={y13YEJl/‘(y),31.>Osuchthatx+(O,1.)YcC}. 
We observe that Zk is an open tangent cone with Zk c k [ 173. More impor- 
tantly, (3) is true in general for B := Zk, A := k, as we now demonstrate. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let H: E+ 2E’, G: E’ -+ 2E2, and ye H(x) n G-‘(z). Then 
Zk( G; y, z) 0 k( H; x, y) c k( G 0 H; x, z). 
Proof: Suppose (d, s) e Zk(G; y, z) 0 k(H; x, y), and let D E N(d), 
SE N(s) be given. There exists w E E’ such that (d, w) E k(H; x, y) and 
(w, s) E Zk(G; y, z). By the definition of Zk, there exist WE N(w), S’ E N(s) 
with S’ c S, and 1, > 0 such that 
(y,z)+(O,I,)(WxS’)cGrG. 
By the definition of k, there exists ;1 E (0, A,) such that for all t E (0, A), 
[(x, y) + t(D x W)] n Gr H # $3. 
Thus for all t E (0, ;1), there exist d’ E D and w’ E W such that for all s’ E S’, 
(x-t td’, y+ tw’)EGr H 
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and 
(J’ + tw’, J + ts’) E Gr G. 
It follows that (x, 2) + r(d’, s’) E Gr(G c H), and so (d, s) E k(G .’ H; I, z) and 
the proof is complete. 1 
In the second step, we build upon Lemma 3.4 to derive (3) for B = 
A := k under conditions involving k” and Zk”. In the proof, the inclusion 
k( C, x) + Ik” (C, x) c Zk( C, x), (13) 
which holds for all C and x E C [ 12, Proposition 4.6; 10, Lemma 2.61 will 
play a key role. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let H: E + 2E’, G: E’ -+ 2”2, and y E H(x) n G-‘(z). Zj 
GrClk”(G; Y, z)ok”(H; x, y)l Z 0, (14) 
then 
k(G;y,z)ok(H;x, y)~k(GoH;x,z). 
Proof Suppose (d, s) E k(G; y, z) o k( H; x, y). Then there exists w E El 
such that (d, w) E k(H; x, y) and (w, s) E k(G; y, z). By hypothesis, there 
exist U, u, r such (u, u) E k”(H, x, y) and (v, r) E Zk”(G; y, z). Now for all 
t > 0, we have 
(4 w) + t(u, 0) E WH; x, y) 
by the definition of k”. In addition, 
(w, s) + t(u, r) E WC; y, z) 
by (13) and the fact that Zk” is a cone. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that 
(d, s) + t(u, Y) E k(Go H; x, z) for all t > 0. Since k is closed, we conclude 
that (d, s) E k(G 0 H; x, z), and the proof is complete. m 
We can apply Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.5 in the proof of a chain 
rule for the directional derivative associated with k. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let j,: E -+ lK! u (co }, i = 1, . . . . n be finite at x0 and 
F: R” + R finite at f (x0) and isotone on R(Mf) u Y for some YE M(f (x0)). 
Suppose that f f(x,; ) is proper for each i; that 
domf:‘(x,; *) n 6 dom f fkz(xO; .)#0; (15) 
i=2 
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and that for some VE E and si>f f,j(x,; v), i= 1, . . . . n, 
(s,, . . . . s,) E dom F’km(f(~,,); .). (16) 
Then for all y E E, 
(FfJfjk (x0; Y) G Fk(fMLf:t43; Y), . . . . f:(xo; Y)). (17) 
Proof. Let B = A = Ai := k in Theorem 2.4. Since F is isotone on some 
YEJ-(f(%)), ‘t I is easy to show, just as in [22, Lemma 2.81, that 
F’(J’(xO); -) is isotone on Iw”. It is also simple to demonstrate that (1) holds 
with Ai := k or Ai := k”, and that 
{(Y, rl, . . . . r,)l fjk%(x,; y) < ri} c Zk”(Si, zO). (18) 
By (15), there exists (y, r) E E x Iw such that ftZ(xO; y) d r, ff:kz(xO; y) < r, 
i = 2, . . . . n. It then follows from (1) and (18) that (10) holds with Cj := S, 
and x := zO. Thus inclusion (2) holds for A = Ai := k by Lemma 3.2. 
It remains to verify inclusion (3) for B = A := k. By hypothesis, there 
exist v E E and s = (si, . . . . s,) E Iw” such that (16) is satisfied and 
ffX(.“c,; v) $ si. Now inclusion (1) with Ai := k” and inclusion (12) imply 
that 
(5 s ,r . . . . s,) E fi k”(Si, zo) c k”(Mf, z,); 
i=l 
and (16) implies that there exists de R such that (si, . . . . s,, d) E 
Zk”(MF;f(x,), F(f(q,))). It follows that (14) holds with G :=MF, 
H:=Mfl x :=x0, y :=f (x,), and z := F(f(x,)). Therefore, by Proposi- 
tion 3.5, (3) holds. We have now verified all the conditions of Theorem 2.4, 
so inequality (17) is true. 1 
Rimark 3.7. (a) The hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 are satisfied in 
a variety of situations. For example, dom t;‘kz(f(xO); .)= 03” for each 
of the functions F mentioned in Remark 2.5(a), so that { 16) is satisfied 
automatically in these cases whenever (15) holds. The condition 
domf;k”(x,; .) # Qr holds true for a class of functions that includes the 
directionally Liptschitzian functions of Rockafellar [ 1, 13-141. A function 
that is not directionally Lipschitzian but satisfies domf:‘“(x,; .) # 0 is 
given in [21, Example 2.11. 
(b) The methods of this section can also be used to prove a chain 
rule for the case A = A i := K (defined below), B = Ai := k, i = 2, . . . . n. 
(c) The inequality in (17) may be strict, as shown by the example 
given after Proposition 6.1 of [22]. 
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When n = 1, Theorem 3.6 reduces to the following result: 
COROLLARY 3.8. Ler ,f E + IJZ u { x ) hefinite ut x0 und F: R + @ finite 
at ,f(xo) and isotone on R(A4f’) u Y ,fiv *some YE 1 ‘( f(.\-o)). Suppose thut 
fk(x,; .) is proper and 
R(Aq”‘(x,; ))ndomF’k’(j’(~g);.)#@. (19) 
Then for all y E E, 
(f’c>flk (xo; Y) d Fk(f(.q,);fkh,; 1’1). (20) 
Proof: Let n = 1 in Theorem 3.6. Then (15) is simply the assumption 
that domfkX(x,,;.)#@. Since 0~k’(C,x) for all C and XEC, 
0 E domfk”(x,; .) is true in general, and so domf”“(x,; .) # 0. Condition 
(16) reduces to (19) in this case, and hence (20) follows from 
Theorem 3.6. 1 
Another interesting corollary of Theorem 3.6 is a chain rule for the 
epi-differentiable functions defined by Rockafellar in [ 151. 
DEFINITION 3.9. (a) Let CE E and XE C. The contingent cone to C at x 
is the set 
(b) Let f: E--f R be finite at x. Then f‘is said to be epi-differentiable 
at x iffK(x; .) is proper and fk(x; .) = f K(x; ). For such functions, f”(x; .) 
is called the epi-derivative off at x and is denoted f .L( .). 
This definition of epi-differentiability is different from, but equivalent to, 
that given in [ 151. The equivalence ofthe two definitions is clear from [ 15, 
(2.13)] and the fact [3, 193 that the k and K directional derivatives of any 
function f can be written as 
fk(x; Y) = SUP inf sup inf (f(x+ tr;)-f(x))/t; 
YE.+-(y) i.>0 IE(O,j.) vEY 
f 7x; Y) = SUP sup inf inf (f (x + to) -f (x))/t. 
Ye.{.(J) i>O rt(0.i.) rsY 
Rockafellar shows in [ 15, Sect. 21 that the types of functions usually 
studied in applications to optimization are epi-differentiable. For example, 
Frechet differentiable functions and convex functions are epi-differentiable. 
The following chain rule will give us more information about this class of 
functions. 
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COROLLARY 3.10. Let fi: E+ R v (cc >, i= 1, . . . . n be epi-dtfferentiable 
at x, and let F IX” + R be epi-dtfferentiable at f(x) and isotone on 
R(Mf) u Y for some YeN(f(x)). Suppose that (15) and (16) hold with 
x0 := x, and that (Fof )” (x; y) = + cc whenever some f r(x; y) = + GO. Then 
Fof is epi-dtfferentiahle at x and for all y E E, 
(Fof ): (y) = F:(f(x); (fi): (y), (fz): (~1, ..., (f,): (y)). (21) 
Proof: Let y E E. If each f f(x; y) is finite, then by [22, Proposition 6.11, 
V’ofJK (xi Y) 2 F”(f(x); f:k Y), . ..> f ,“(x; ~1). (22) 
If on the other hand some f f(x; y)= + co, then both sides of (22) are 
equal to + co by hypothesis, and the inequality is still valid. 
Since kc K, it follows that (Fof)k (x; .)>(Fof)k (x; .). Thus by (22) 
and Theorem 3.6. we have 
Fk(f(x); f-:(x; ‘1, . . . . f :(x; . )) 3 (Fof)” (x; . ) 
3 (Fof )” (x; ) 
> Fk(f(x); f ;(x; .), . . . . f ,“(x; .). 
Finally, the hypothesis that F is epi-differentiable at f(x) and each fi is 
epi-differentiable at x implies that 
FK(f (x); f :(x; . ), . . . . f ,“(x; )) = Fk(f (x); f :(x; ), . . . . f :(x; . )). 
Therefore, Fo f is epi-differentiable at x and (21) holds. 1 
Corollary 3.10 shows that a finite sum of epi-differentiable functions is 
epi-differentiable if condition (15) is satisfied. Specifically, we have the 
following result: 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let fi: E + IR u {co}, i = 1, . . . . n be epi-differentiable 
at x, and suppose that (15) holds with x o := x. Then C 1; is epi-dtfferentiable 
at x and for all y E E, 
c > 
cfi (Y) = c wif,): (Y). 
.x 
(23) 
Proof: Let R R” + E4’ be defined by F(x, , . . . . x,) =x xi. Then F is epi- 
differentiable at f(x), and since dom F’@(f (x); .) = R”, (16) holds with 
x0 :=x. Since each f P(x; .) is proper, it is easy to show that if some 
f f(x; y) = + co, then (Cfi)” (x; y) = + cc also. The assertion then follows 
from Corollary 3.10. 1 
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Remark 3.12. (a) If condition (15) is not satisfied, Eq. (23) may not 
be true. For example, let n = 2 and E = iw, and let j’, and ,f2 be the indicator 
functions of the sets r, and TZ defined at the beginning of this section. 
Then ,fF(O; y) =fr(O; y) = 0 for all YE R, but (,f, +fi)” (0; I,) = 
(,f; +,fi)” (0; JI) = + x for all nonzero y. 
(b) It is also possible that a sum of epi-differentiable functions will 
not be epi-differentiable if (15) is not satisfied. For example, let f,, i = 1, 2, 
be the indicator functions of the sets r, u ( +2 --“In is an integer). Then 
f;“(O; y) =.f;"(O; Y) = (J; +fJK (0; Y) = 0 for all 1’6 R but (f, +.fi)” (0; I?) = 
+ co for all nonzero y, so that f, +f; is not epi-differentiable at 0. 
(c) If E is finite-dimensional, then (21) can be derived under different 
hypotheses that are neither weaker nor stronger than those of 
Corollary 3.10 (see [22, Theorem 6.131). 
(d) We may also deduce from Corollary 3.10 the fact that the 
pointwise maximum of a finite number of continuous epi-differentiable 
functions is epi-differentiable if condition (15) is satisfied. 
4. EXAMPLE 2: THE CLARKE TANGENT CONE 
DEFINITION 4.1 [ 13, 141. Let Cc E and x E C. The Clarke tangent cone 
to C at x is the set 
T(C,x):=(y~ElVY~,Y(y),3X~N(x)and~>Osuchthat 
VvEXnCandtE(O,i),(u+tY)nC#@}. 
The Clarke tangent cone, a closed convex tangent cone, plays a key role 
in nonsmooth analysis and optimization [2]. The calculus of its associated 
directional derivative (often denoted f’) and subgradient have been dis- 
cussed in [ 13, 1, 2, 8, 18, 221. In this section, we derive a chain rule for 
this directional derivative and subgradient via Theorems 2.4 and 2.7. 
As is the case for the Ursescu tangent cone, inclusion (2) is not always 
satisfied for A = A, := T (see the examples in [22, Remark 3.7(b), (c)l). 
Inclusion (2) is valid under conditions involving the interior Clarke tangent 
cone 
IT(C,x):=(y~EI3Y~Jlr(y),X~Jlr(x),~”>Osuchthat 
(Xn C) + (0, A) Yc C}. 
Such conditions can be developed via the following analogue of Lemma 3.2: 
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LEMMA 4.2 [13]. Let C,cE, i=l,..., n,andx~nr=,C~.Zf 
T(C,,x)n f) IT(C,,x)#(ZI, 
1=2 
then 
(24) 
(25) 
Remark 4.3. If IT( C, x) # 0, the set C is said to be epi-Lipschitzian at 
x [l--2, 13-143. If C is epi-Lipschitzian at x, then IT(C, x) = int T(C, x). 
This follows directly from the general inclusion 
IT( C, x) + T( C, x) c IT( C, x), (26) 
which is derived in [ 14, 12-J. If Ci, i = 2, . . . . n are epi-Lipschitzian at x, (24) 
is then equivalent to 
T(C,,x)n fi intT(C,,x)#@. 
i=2 
We next consider inclusion (3). Example 3.3 shows that (3) is not 
generally true for A = B := T. As in Section 3, though, we can give a 
two-stage proof of this inclusion under certain conditions. One of these 
conditions was identified by ‘Thibault in [ 161: 
DEFINITION 4.4 [ 163. The relation G: E + 2E’ is said to be lower semi- 
continuous at (x, y) E Gr G relative to a set Q c E containing x if for each 
YE .N( y), there exists XE J”(x) such that Y n G(x’) # 0 for all x’ E 52 n X. 
The first stage of the proof of (3) for A = B := T is an analogue of 
Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 4.5 (Cf. [16, Proposition 4.21). Let H: E + 2E’, G: E’ + 2E2, 
andyEH(x)nG-l(z). Zf themapping (u, u)~H(u)nG-‘(u) is lowersemi- 
continuous at ((x, z), y) relative to Gr(G 0 H), then 
IT(G; y, z) 0 T(H; x, y) c T(G 0 H; x, z). 
Proof Suppose (d, s) E IT( G; y, z) 0 T(H; x, y ), and let D E N(d), 
SE N(s) be given. There exists w E E’ such that (d w) E T(H; x, y) and 
(w, s) E IT(G; y, z). By the definition of IT, there exist Y’ E N(y), 
Z’ E N(z), WE N(w), S’ E M(s) and 2, > 0 such that S’ c S and 
(Y’xZ’)+(O,A,)(WxS’)cGrG. (27) 
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Similarly, the definition of T implies that there exist X’ E 1 ‘(x), YE 1 (J*) 
with Yc Y’, and 1. E (0, 3.,) such that for all (x’, J”) E (X’ x Y) nGr H and 
t E (0, i.), there exists (d’, w’) E D x W with 
(.u’, J”) + t(d’, w’) E Gr H. (28) 
By hypothesis, there exist XE.+‘(X), ZE. t.(z) such that XcX’, ZcZ’ 
and for all (x’, z’) E (Xx Z) n Gr(G c H), 
YnH(.u’)nG ‘(z’)#@. (29) 
Now suppose (x’, z’) E (Xx Z) n Gr(G 0 H) and t E (0, 3,). By (29), there 
exists y’ E Y such that (x’, y’) E Gr H, (y’, z’) E Gr G. It follows from (28) 
that there exists (d’, w’)~ D x W with (x’, y’) + t(d’, w’)~Gr H, and by 
(27), (y’, z’) + t(w)‘, s) E Gr G. Hence, (x’, i’) + t(d’, s) E Gr(G c H), and so 
(d, S)E T(Go H; x, z). a 
The second stage parallels Proposition 3.5. In fact, one can prove the 
following result by simply replacing k and k” with T, Ik and Zk” with IT, 
and (13) with (26) in the proof of Proposition 3.5. 
PROPOSITION 4.6 (Cf. [8, Theorem 3.2.2; 16, Corollary 4.53). Let 
H: E-+ 2EL, G: E’ -+ 25 and ye H(x) n G-‘(z). !f the mapping 
(u, IJ) H H(u) n G-~‘(u) is lower semicontinuous at ((x, z), y) relative to 
Gr( G 0 H) and 
Gr[IT(G; I’, z)clT(H; x, ~a)] # @, (30) 
then 
To establish (3) for A = B := T, it remains for us to find conditions under 
which the mapping (x, z) H My(x) n (MF) ’ (z) is lower semicontinuous 
relative to Gr(MFoMf). We begin with some definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.7. The function g: E -+ R u { + m } is said to be lower 
semicontinuous (1.s.c.) at x,, if for every E > 0, there exists XE x(x,) such 
that f(x) >f(xO) -E for all x E X. 
DEFINITION 4.8. The function F: R” -+ R is said to be strictly isotone in 
the ith coordinate at x := (x,, . . . . x,) if F(x) < F(y) whenever x < y and 
X,<Y,. 
LEMMA 4.9 (Cf. [22, Lemma3.151). Letf,:E+Ru{+cc}, i=l,..., n 
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be finite and 1s.~. at x0, and let F: KY’ -+ R be finite at f(x,,) and isotone 
and I.s.c. on fly=, ( fi(xO) - 6, + co) for some 6 > 0. Suppose ,for each 
iE { 1, . . . . n} that either 
(i) f, is continuous at x,; or 
(ii) F is strictly isotone in the ith coordinate at f (x0). 
Then the mapping (x, z) H Mf (x) n (MF)-’ (z) is lower semicontinuous at 
((x,, F(f(x,,))), f(xo)) relative to Gr(MFo A4f ). 
ProoJ: Let E>O be given, and call Y :=fl;=, (fi(xo)-E, ~;(x,,)+E). 
Let I c { 1, . . . . n> be the set of coordinates in which I; is strictly isotone at 
j-(x0). For each ie 1, the fact that F is 1.~. implies, as in the proof of [22, 
Lemma 3.151, that there exists pie (0, min(d, 42)) such that 
zi := F(.fl(x,) - P;, . . . . fj(xo) + $2, . . . . f,(xo) -pi) - F(f(x,) > 0. 
Define p := min,,ni, cz :=min,cr,/2 if I is nonempty and p = 01 := &/2 
otherwise. Call Z := (F(f(x,)) -a, F(f (-rO)) + a). By hypothesis, there 
exists XE X(x,) such that for all x E X, 
ft(xlJ-PGf;(X) for all iE Z; 
fi(xO) - P Gf;(x) Gf,(xg) + P for all iG (1, . . . . n}\l. 
Now suppose (x, z) E (Xx Z) n Gr(A4Fo Mf). Then there exists 
y := (Y,, . . . . y,) such that f(x) ,< y and F(y) 6 z. If yi>fi(x,) + E for any 
in 1, then the isotonicity of F implies that F(y) > F(f (x0)) + CI, contra- 
dicting the fact that F(y) < z. Thus y E Y, and it follows that the 
mapping (x, z) H Mf (x) n (MF)-’ (z) is lower semicontinuous at 
((x0, F(f (x0))), f(xO)) relative to Gr(MFoMf ). I 
The stage is now set for the proof of the following chain rule: 
THEOREM 4.10. Let f,: E + R u ( co >, i = 1, . . . . n and F: R” + R satisfy 
the hypotheses of Lemma 4.9. Suppose that f y(x,; .) is proper for each i; that 
dom f :(x0; .) n A dom f 7(x0; .) # 12(; (31) 
i=2 
and that for some v E E and s, > f T(x,,; v), i = 1, . . . . n, 
(s,, . . . . s,)~dom FIT(f(x,); .). 
Then for all y E E, 
(32) 
FflT (xc,; Y) < FT(f (x0); fk y), . . . . f:(xo; ,v)). (33) 
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Moreover, 
c’T(F~~f)(.~,J = i c E”,P:f;(x,) 1 (I., , . ..) I.,,) EPF(.f’(x())) I (34) 
Proof: Let B= A = A, := T in Theorem 2.4. Since F is isotone on a 
neighborhood off(x,,), FT(f(,yO); .) is isotone on R” by [22, Lemma 2.81. 
It is easy to show that (I) holds with A, := T, and that 
((Y, r 1, . . . . r,,)IfjTh; Y) <r,) c IT(Si, ~0). (35) 
By (31), there exists (y, r) E EX R such that f‘T(x,,; y) 6 r, ffT(x,; y) < r, 
i=2 > ..., n. It then follows from (1) and (35) that (24) holds with C, := S, 
and x := zO. Thus inclusion (2) holds for A = Ai := T by Lemma 4.2. 
Next verify inclusion (3) for B = A := T. By hypothesis, there exist u E E 
and s = (si, . . . . s,) E R” such that (32) is satisfied and fT(xO; u) ds,. Now 
inclusion (1) with Ai := T and inclusion (25) imply that 
(u, ~1, ...> s,,) 6 (-) VS,, 4 = T(Jff, 4; 
and (32) implies that there exists de R such that (si, . . . . s,, d) E 
IT(MI;;f(x,), F(f(x,))). It follows that (30) holds with G := MF, H := MA 
x :=x0, y :=f(x,), and z := F(f(x,)). Therefore, by Proposition 4.6 and 
Lemma 4.9, (3) holds. We have now verified all the conditions of 
Theorem 2.4, so inequality (33) is true. 
To prove (34), we first note that dom F’=(f(x,); .) # (21 and 
domf:‘(x,; .) # 0 for i= 2, . . . . n by (32) and (31). It is shown in [14, 
Theorem 33 that fT(x,,; .) is then continuous on the interior of its 
domain and that dom FIT(f(xo;.) = int dom F*(f(x,); .), domffT(xO; .) = 
int dom fT(xo; .) for i = 2, . . . . n. Inclusion (34) thus follows from 
Theorem 2.7. 1 
Remark 4.11. (a) Conditions guaranteeing equality in (33) and (34) 
are given in [22, Proposition 6.41. 
(b) Assumptions (31). and (32) can be weakened if E is finite 
dimensional [22, Sect. 31. One could rederive the chain rule of [22, 
Theorem 3.271 via Theorem 2.4 and the appropriate analogues of 
Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 4.6. 
(c) Kusraev and Kutateladze state a chain rule for a’(Fof) in the 
more general situation in which f takes values in an ordered 1.c.s. [S, 
Theorem 3.2.41. In this chain rule, f is required to be required to be con- 
tinuous at x0. In the simpler setting of Theorem 4.10, we need only assume 
(thanks to Lemma 4.9) that j is 1.s.c. at x0. 
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Theorem 4.10 essentially subsumes the calculus of [ 133. However, it does 
not encompass all that is known about the calulus of a’(Fof). If F and f 
are locally Lipschitzian, chain rules requiring no isotonicity assumption on 
Fare valid [2, 51. The proofs of such chain rules rely upon the mean value 
theorem of Lebourg (see [2, Chap. 23) and the upper semicontinuity of aT, 
tools that are not available for general F and f [6]. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Theorems 2.4 and 2.7 provide a systematic method for the derivation 
of directional derivative and subgradient calculus formulas for non- 
Lipschitzian functions. New formulas can be discovered and known ones 
rediscovered by this method. 
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